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Inside this week’s edition…
The EUR Week – Bias is Neutral-Bullish
- by Rachel Bex, p3-4
A plethora of firm US data last week, all worked to push Eur/Usd below 1.1100,
while positive words from Fed's Harker on growth, a solid start to US earnings
season and further subsequent gains for US equity futures had also aided Usd
strength. Focus now shifts to the ECB policy decision this week, and we suspect
the meeting might be enough to spur a more defiant dip-buying approach.
Strengthening CEE Inflationary Pressures Call For Tighter Monetary Policy
- by Natalie Rivett, p5-7
Tight labour markets and rising consumption have been a supportive factor for
CEE inflation and together with firmer oil price pressures, have pushed CPI to
the limits of policymakers' tolerance levels and beyond in recent months.

European FIG Snapshot: Peripheral Borrowers Shine
- by David Corbell, p8-9
The primary FIG market remained a hive of activity last week with ten noncovered issuers raising a very substantial EUR9.5bn via single currency deals
spanning the full capital structure.

China Insight: Property Bonds See Decreasing Net Supply From Now On
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
A number of Chinese property developers rushed into the offshore USD market
for debt issuance as soon as the new year started. However, that does not mean
we will likely see an increase in net supply of offshore USD bonds from this sector
this year.
Know The Flows: Equity Funds Enjoy Broad Inflows as Sino-US Trade Pact Signed
- by Cameron Brandt, p14
The second week of 2020 saw US President Donald Trump and Chinese Vice
Premier Liu He sign the first of what is expected to be a series of trade deals
between the world’s two largest economies. It also saw seven of the eight major
regional Equity Fund groups tracked by EPFR record inflows that ranged from
$228 million for Latin America Equity Funds to $6.3 billion for Global Equity Funds.
EU 2/10yr Yield Spread – Corrective Dip Then Widening
- by Ed Blake, p16
Look to buy into near-term corrective narrowing towards 31.4 as we await
renewed widening targeting 53.5. Stop and reverse on a break under 23.5.

Stuck in The Middle
- by Marcus Dewsnap, p10
China removed from the US FX manipulator list. US Treasuries hardly react.
Phase 1 deal signed. Little reaction. Beige Book showing labour shortages
(which in theory should push up wages). Nada.

EUR/USD – Momentum Building For Stronger Recovery
- by Andrew Dowdell, p17
Scope is seen for a stronger advance to the June 2019 peak at 1.1412. Below
1.1066/40 weakens.

European SSA Snapshot: Another Record-Breaking Week For Orders
- by Kajal Fatania, p11
SSA issuers continued to churn out deals last week in an environment where
demand far outstripped supply. That has resulted in another week of recordbreaking order books and cheap funding.

Gold – Bulls Target 1611.42 Then 1653.65/1696.20
- by Ed Blake, p18
Buy near-term dips as we await a return through 1611.42 targeting
1653.65/1696.20. Place a protective stop under former range resistance at
1519.65.
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The EUR Week - Bias is Neutral-Bullish
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 4
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Expected Eur/Usd trading range 1.1050-1.1180.
A plethora of firm US data last week, which included soaring housing starts, better retail
sales and a booming Philly Fed, all worked to push Eur/Usd below 1.1100, while positive
words from Fed's Harker on growth, a solid start to US earnings season and further
subsequent gains for US equity futures had also aided Usd strength.
Focus now shifts to the ECB policy decision this week, and we suspect the meeting might
be enough to spur a more defiant dip-buying approach.
Recall last week, ECB minutes revealed concerns among policy makers on the efficacy of
current stimulus measures, with some concern also voiced in relation to the potential
impact of negative rates on euro area households.

President potentially turns his tariffs head towards the EU). Trade issues, therefore, remain
a distinct downside risk for the EMU economy.
Techs note:
• On verge of leaving a lower high at 1.1173 as recent price action probes the 50DMA and
1.1085 reaction low
• Below lies 20 Dec 1.1066 higher low, which also coincides near a rising trend line
connecting the 1.0879-1.0981 swing lows
• Supports needed to be sought soon in the 1.1085-1.1066 region to keep bulls on track
for a retest of Dec/Aug's 1.1239/50 highs

There is now a school of thought that the Bank will now refrain from additional policy
easing, and optimism is emerging that the ECB will become increasingly hawkish as
inflationary pressure builds.
Meanwhile, Lagarde has promised that her institution will pay more attention to the
region's citizens, reinforcing her message that an upcoming strategy review (scheduled to
be published in about a year) will take a broad look at issues beyond the narrow remit of
price stability. The Bank is expected to closely examine the tools used to achieve its
mandate, while climate change will also feature prominently in it.
Risks stemming from the Jan 23 meeting are now a key factor for short-term price action in
EUR/USD, although as the economy is largely evolving as the ECB has been expecting,
there shouldn't be any major shift in policy as yet, with the CB likely to repeat that
downside risks are becoming less pronounced.
This week also sees EZ flash PMIs and the German ZEW - the latter is expected to edge up
again in Jan as uncertainty over global trade policy recedes.
RISKS come via persistently firm US data which could well see the Usd rally pick up steam,
while there are some concerns that the US-China phase one trade deal could mean trade
flows detrimentally impact some of Europe's largest exporters (this before the US
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Strengthening CEE Inflationary Pressures Call For Tighter
Monetary Policy
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst
Tight labour markets and rising consumption have been a supportive factor for CEE inflation
and together with firmer oil price pressures, have pushed CPI to the limits of policymakers'
tolerance levels and beyond in recent months. This strengthening of inflationary pressures
has in turn placed greater attention on the region's monetary policy and ensured they
remain at odds with the broader EM region, which generally has room to loosen policy
further in early 2020 as inflation remains near the lower end of inflation targets and
historical averages.

leaning toward raising interest rates' if signals of an economic rebound abroad persist. This
all leaves the door open to one cautious 25bp rate hike, in our opinion.
continued page 6

At the end of 2019, inflation quickened beyond economists' estimations in the Czech
Republic, Romania and Poland, and in the former two countries, price growth has
accelerated above the upper bound of central bank target ranges, at 3.2% y/y and 4.04%,
respectively. With regards to Romania, this return above remit follows a brief two months of
reprieve in September and October.
In both Poland and Hungary inflation has jumped to the upper end of the respective central
bank target ranges, at 3.4% and 4.0% in December, both at seven-year highs - along with
Czech inflation.
CNB may be swayed into resuming monetary policy tightening in response to accelerating
inflation
The Czech Republic, which paused its tightening cycle last year, after one last 25bp rate
increase to 2.00% in May, is the most likely central bank in the region to react to this
strengthening of price pressures. Two of the seven member MPC have already voted for
rate hikes in recent meetings, arguing that a small increase would not threaten the real
economy. The majority have refrained from policy tightening on the basis of contained
inflation expectations, although Governor Rusnok admitted at the December press
conference that the debate is shifting towards raising interest rates. Rusnok said if trends of
recent weeks - the improvement of the economic situation abroad - are confirmed and if
there are no strong anti-inflationary trends in the economy, there is a likelihood of interest
rates rising. Similarly, Deputy Governor Mora has since commented that he can 'imagine
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Strengthening CEE Inflationary Pressures – cont’d
...Whilst other central banks have shown no inclination to act

Romania remains wary that lifting interest rates will fuel speculative capital inflows into the
local market, in turn boosting the Leu and widening the current account deficit further. It
would ultimately take a large inflation shift to push the NBR to hike rates and for now, it is
focused on containing inflation by tightening liquidity for commercial lenders.

Around half of the increase in the 10-year POLGB yield has occurred this month and in fact,
over the past couple of weeks, CEE bonds (with the exception of ROMGBs, where yields
have declined) have been the hardest hit in the CEEMEA region - undermined by the further
strengthening of inflationary pressures. As a result, yield spreads to German Bunds have
pushed out between 5-13bp ytd and to the widest levels since early October for Polish and
Czech bonds, as illustrated below.
continued page 7

The NBH is expected to remain the region's 'loosest' central bank in 2020 and this looks to
be supporting net inflows to Hungarian bonds, with flows having noticeably outperformed
both CEE peers and broader EMs in recent months (see below dashboard). Whilst inflation
has now reached the upper limits of its tolerance band, the strengthening of price pressures
at the end of 2019 was in line with its projections for a temporary acceleration that it has
said it will look past. Moreover, the core measures of inflation remain on a tamer footing
and have moderated of late, by contrast.
Meanwhile, Poland - despite producing the region's biggest inflation shock in December has made it clear it is in no rush to change its near five year-long steady policy bias. The NBP
is also looking past what it sees as temporary (supply side) price pressures at the end of last
year and the beginning of this year and does not expect inflation to top its target limit for
long (inflation seen peaking at over 4% in February). Governor Glapinski said earlier this
month that the central bank's next CPI forecasts are likely to show a higher CPI path, but this
does not change his outlook for steady rates until 2022 and with a rate cut still considered
more likely than a hike.
Inflationary pressures have undermined CEE government bonds
CEE government bonds have been among some of the worst performers in the CEEMEA 10year fixed income space over the past three months, having tracked the retreat in core
markets amid diminished demand for safe havens. The 10-year CZGB yield has risen almost
40bp and the 10-year POLGB yield a little over 20bp.
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Strengthening CEE Inflationary Pressures – cont’d
Overall outlook still bearish for CEE fixed income: POLGBs look particularly vulnerable on
upside inflation risks
With elevated inflation threatening to further eat into real yields, the overall outlook
remains bearish for CEE fixed income and with POLGBs to be particularly vulnerable on the
risk that inflation (headline and core) will exceed the upper level of central bank target
bands this quarter.
For Polish and Hungarian watchers there is some concern that both the NBP and the NBH
are at risk of letting inflation move above target on a sustained basis by keeping policy too
loose this year. In Hungary, money markets are predicting that rate setters will eventually be
forced to start unwinding easing measures that have pushed interbank rates to almost zero,
with almost 30bp of tightening eyed within 12-months. This compares to expectations for
virtually unchanged rates in Poland.
Yet, with Poland's 15% minimum wage increase effective this month, it is possible that sharp
CPI acceleration could embolden the hawks on the MPC and any growing tension on the
board would only serve to increase the risk of a rate hike as the year progresses.
It is for this reason we attach the greatest upside yield risks in the CEE to the 10-year POLGB
and are targeting a return to 2.50-70%, if it can break through the 2.37-38% support area.
• Extends the five-month yield recovery from 1.721 (16 August 2019 record low) through
the 200DMA to threaten 2.372/2.382 (50% retrace of 3.023/1.721 fall and 28 June 2019
lower high)
• Strengthening daily/weekly studies suggest a clearance opening 2.526 (11 June lower
high and 61.8% retrace) and potentially 2.636/2.716 (20 February 2019 former low and
76.4% retrace)
• Former highs at 2.157/2.167 (posted 10 September/8 November) revert to support and
shield the 2.037/2.063 zone (five-month rising trendline and 3 January low)
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European FIG Snapshot: Peripheral Borrowers Shine
By David Corbell, Head of Credit, Europe
The primary FIG market remained a hive of activity last week with ten non-covered issuers
raising a very substantial EUR9.5bn via single currency deals spanning the full capital
structure.

Taking a top line view, the week was once again characterised by a hefty imbalance
between supply and demand (skewed heavily in favour of issuers) where total orders
exceeded EUR31.77bn for the EUR9.5bn raised.

That was, however, well short of the massive EUR22.1bn raised via single currency deals the
previous week as issuers rushed to plunder a cash rich investor base. That tally was even
more impressive given that the week started with a blank on the Monday which had marked
a partial European holiday.

That comes after the prior week's EUR22.1bn in new supply was underpinned by huge
orders which tallied a combined EUR55.65bn.
Peripheral sub debt flavour du jour
A key takeaway was that yield hungry investors continue to have a soft-spot for peripheral
issuers who accounted for EUR4.2bn / 44% of the week's supply.
That deep demand was highly evident as issuers from Italy and Spain exploited what
appears to be an insatiable bid for higher yielding subordinated paper.
Personifying those themes were a brace of Italian AT1 transactions from UBI
Banca (EUR400m PNC 6/2025) and Banco BPM (EUR400m PNC5) which were covered by
more than 13.75 and 11.25 times respectively.
Those trades also enjoyed strong traction through execution too with leads slashing pricing
by 62.5bps on UBI's trade which was bid around 1.5bps above reoffer on Friday.
Both issues were sub-IG rated but that was clearly no barrier to demand in an environment
where many investors continue to prize return over safety, as was the case last week when
Banco Santander was swamped with over EUR10bn in orders for its EUR1.5bn PNC6 trade.
The message from adjacent markets sent a similar message too where syndicated sovereign
deals from Spain (EUR10bn long 10yr), Italy (EUR7bn long 30yr) and Cyprus (EUR1.75bn
10/20yr) generated enormous order books worth a staggering EUR112.5bn as investors
continued to place bets on further convergence with the core.
continued page 9
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European FIG – cont’d
GBP supply continues, rate cut bets rise

Already in the pipeline

More sterling supply emerged last week, coincident with a dramatic shift in interest rate
expectations as weak domestic data and dovish rhetoric fuelled expectations of a rate cut
at the 30th January MPC meeting.

** LBBW - rated Aa3/A- by Moody's/Fitch & with ESG ratings Sustainalytics (83/100), ISSESG (Prime, C+), MSCI (AA), IMUG (BB positive) has mandated Barclays, LBBW, RBCCM and
Santander to arrange investor meetings (from 21-Jan) for a potential GBP denominated
benchmark 5-year Green Senior non-preferred transaction, expected to be rated A2/A- by
Moody's/Fitch

According to BBG WIRP, markets are ascribing a probability of more than 70% that rates
will be cut at the next meeting, up from less than 20% a week ago, with this week's PMI
data now viewed as key in shaping the debate.
The pace of supply slowed though with a senior non-preferred deal emerging
from Commerzbank (GBP400m 5yr) and a senior-preferred from Nationwide Building
Society* (GBP500m 3yr), jointly attracting demand worth GBP1.74bn.
That comes after sterling markets were very active in the prior week where seven noncovered issuers raised a combined GBP4.55bn, supported by robust orders worth more
than GBP10.66bn.

** Macquarie Group Limited rated A3/BBB+/A- (Moody's/ S&P/Fitch – all Stable), has
mandated HSBC and ING to organize a series of fixed income investor meetings in Europe
(from 20-Jan) for a potential EUR bullet senior unsecured RegS Bearer bond transaction
with an intermediate to long-dated maturity
** Utmost International Group Holdings Ltd has mandated Lloyds Bank Corporate
Markets and NatWest Markets as Global Coordinators and ABN AMRO, ING, Lloyds Bank
Corporate Markets and NatWest Markets as Joint Lead Managers to arrange a series of
fixed income investor meetings in London, 13-15 Nov. A 5-7yr GBP benchmark senior
unsecured transaction with intermediate tenor may. The notes are expected to be rated
BBB by Fitch

Prospects set fair
With demand continuing to outstrip supply, and assuming the tone holds, issuers can
probably look forward to another week of accessing cost-effective funding at will.
The week could get off to slow start though where US players will be absent Monday for
the MLK holiday.
With major US banks having now reported, and after Goldman Sachs saw solid demand for
a 2-part deal on Thursday, potential clearly exists for more self-led issuance from US banks
in the coming week.
Major European banks also begin reporting with UBS due Tuesday.
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Stuck In The Middle
By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy
China removed from the US FX manipulator list. US Treasuries hardly react. Phase 1 deal signed.
Little reaction. Beige Book showing labour shortages (which in theory should push up wages).
Nada. US retail sales above forecast (a significant part of the US economy) pushed yields up a bp.
Indeed, the most market moving event seemed to be that of US tariffs on China will last until a
Phase 2 deal is signed and sealed, which is to say sometime after the November US Election. This
took yields down through 1.8%. Yields eventually bottomed around 1.775% at ahead of retail
sales. CPI (lackluster, but hardly disastrous) failed to stop the fall.
The combination of steady breakevens and still rising risk assets suggests a market that is
comfortable with the narrative that the economic expansion will continue and the Fed will be on
hold for at least H1 as the insurance cuts work through. It also suggests the bar to push yields
towards the top of the range is higher than that for lowering yields. Some better Chinese data
(industrial production, fixed asset investment) aided risk sentiment at the end of the week. And
Asia investors did add a 1 or 2bp.
So after all this, the benchmark yield is some 4-5bp lower and in the middle of the range. The
brunt of the move has been via real yields i.e. steady breakevens. As BMO point out, this dynamic
is
‘… more a testament to the accommodative stance of Fed policy and lagged impact of alreadyexecuted cuts.’
Meanwhile, given the volume of investment goods Europe exports to China, there was some
potentially better news for Europe via China’s investment figures. FAI (ex-rural) grew 5.4% y/y in
December, a faster rate than the previous 2-months (5.2%) which is more (tentative) evidence
that manufacturing bottomed in Q4 2019.
However, the Phase 1 US-China trade deal could mean trade flows detrimentally impact some of
Europe’s largest exporters. This before the US President potentially turns his tariffs head towards
the EU. It is no wonder the EU’s Trade Chief complains that the Phase 1 deal will distort trade
flows. Whilst the deal should help to improve business sentiment over the next couple of
months, the trade flow issue might be a reason for Euro equities underperforming US
counterparts.
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This is an excerpt from Marcus’ Week Ahead. For the full piece see HERE.
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European SSA Snapshot: Another Record-Breaking Week For
Orders
By Kajal Fatania, Credit Analyst
SSA issuers continued to churn out deals last week in an environment where demand far
outstripped supply. That has resulted in another week of record-breaking order books and
cheap funding, in turn providing another strong signal regarding the amount of liquidity in
the market following the lack of supply at the back end of 2019.

Spain's orderbook of EUR52bn+ (31.8% of total SSA demand) for its long 10yr was the
biggest ever for any SSA euro paper, overtaking the previous high of EUR46.5bn for its 10yr
launched in Jan last year. The bond didn't go on to perform in secondary though where it
was spotted bid around 1.5bps wide of reoffer on Friday morning, at m/s +33.5bps, after the
spread was squeezed in by a chunky 5bps during execution.
Belgium's EUR6bn long 10yr priced at a coupon of 0.1%, the lowest ever on a fixed rate
OLO, and landed with a minimal 2bp NIC, becoming amongst the lowest ever reached by the
Belgium Debt Agency on the 10yr segment. More than 90% of the transaction was allocated
internationally. See distribution stats here.
Italy's (EUR7bn) highly subscribed syndicated long 30yr coincided with a regular (nonsyndicated) 30yr Bund auction from Germany, which was left technically uncovered with
EUR1.114bn allotted versus the EUR1.5bn target at a yield of 0.31% (Total bids EUR1.214bn,
retained EUR386m) amid signs of resistance to lower yielding paper.
Italy, meanwhile, received its highest ever orderbook of EUR47bn+ having benefitted from a
more attractive yield (2.499%, or 218bps over the aforementioned German Bund sale). The
Sep 2050 BTP also went on to perform in secondary where it was seen bid 4bps inside its
landing point of BTPs +6bps on Friday morning.
There was an almost even split between periphery (50.5%) and core (49.5%) volume last
week with just Spain, Italy and Cyprus representing the former.

Aggregate orders for the week's 19 euro tranches stood at an eyecatching EUR163.36bn for the EUR37.150bn raised, while the average book size came in at
EUR11.67bn, falling marginally shy of the record breaking EUR11.97bn average in Jan 2018.
That followed a bumper week for issuance the week prior where SSAs produced
EUR30.05bn via single currency supply, supported by a cash rich investor base and
tightening EGB yield spreads versus the core.
Back to Index Page

Overall, while the overwhelming reception received so far for SSA trades continues to bode
well for upcoming supply, the performance of last week's trades in the secondary market
has been slightly mixed where EFSF's 30yr, Cyprus' 20yr and EDC's 5yr were the only trades,
in addition to the aforementioned Italian deal, to perform having been spotted 0.5 to 1bps
tighter versus their respective reoffer levels on Friday morning. That excludes FRN and tap
issuance, which accounted for EUR3.15bn (8.5% via 6 tranches) of this week's total volume.
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China Insight: Property Bonds See Decreasing Net Supply
From Now On
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Both Chinese property stocks and bonds were doing well in Q4 last year due to an increase
in home mortgage loans in percentage terms in the banking sector's aggregate loan
portfolio (chart 1). This is largely attributed to a recovery of home demand.

Against this backdrop, a number of Chinese property developers rushed into the offshore
USD market for debt issuance as soon as the new year started. However, that does not
mean we will likely see an increase in net supply of offshore USD bonds from this sector
this year.
Back to Index Page

In July last year, NDRC announced that property developers are only allowed to issue
offshore bonds to replace existing medium- and long-term offshore bonds due within one
year. Due to this constraint, the forthcoming bond issuance will be mainly for refinancing
only without increasing the net supply. Therefore, we expect the net supply will drop this
year if the prevailing tight financial supervision remains in place. Gross supply will remain
huge not only this year but also in the following two years, which however is due largely to
the huge amount of maturities poised to be refinanced (chart 2)

continued page 13
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China Insight – cont’d
With regard to yields, we think they in general still look friendly to investors. Given the
dampened willingness to acquire land, funding demand from the property sector is
starting to ease. As a result, the overall funding cost of this sector will be easing
gradually. Unless an unexpected liquidity crunch happens again, there should be more
downside than upside risk for offshore Chinese property bond yields exposed to over
the next eleven months. In chart 3, the notable fall in bond yields over the past one

Back to Index Page

month should be attributed to this factor to a certain extent. With global interest rates
trending downward, high-yield bonds with decent credibility will continue to be heavilydemanded. That, combined with the above said constraint, high-yield issues from
Chinese property developers will become particularly scarce.
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Know The Flows: Equity Funds Enjoy Broad Inflows as Sino-US
Trade Pact Signed
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
The second week of 2020 saw US President Donald Trump and Chinese Vice Premier Liu He sign
the first of what is expected to be a series of trade deals between the world’s two largest
economies. It also saw seven of the eight major regional Equity Fund groups tracked by EPFR
record inflows that ranged from $228 million for Latin America Equity Funds to $6.3 billion for
Global Equity Funds.
The renewed appetite for exposure to equities was not fueled by a rotation out of fixed income
funds. Although down from last week’s record-setting total, Bond Funds still attracted over $16
billion. Since the beginning of last year, they have compiled a 54-week, $721 billion inflow streak
with $495 billion of that total going to US Bond Funds.
Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds took in a net $12.5 billion during the week ending Jan. 15,
Bond Funds $16.5 billion, Alternative Funds $724 million and Balanced Funds $33 million while
$23.8 billion flowed out of Money Market Funds. Investors continue to pour money into funds
with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates, with the
latest week’s total the third highest on record. Personal conviction, the benefits of an additional
layer of due diligence and solid performance are all factors in the strong run SRI/ESG funds are
enjoying.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, Bank Loan Funds – which snapped a 59-week
outflow streak the previous week – posted back-to-back inflows for the first time since early
4Q18, Mortgage Backed Bond Funds absorbed fresh money for the 53rd time in the past 54
weeks and Municipal Bond Funds current inflow streak moved into its 13th month. Flows into
Russia and Hong Kong Equity Funds hit levels last seen in 4Q18 and 2Q15 respectively, China
Equity Funds extended their longest run of inflows since 4Q18 and flows into Poland Equity Funds
hit a 25-week high.
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EU 2/10yr Yield Spread – Corrective Dip Then Widening
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Widening from 11.4 (2019 low – 25 September) has recently lost upside drive and stalled at
43.0 (14 January high)

•

Daily bear Momentum divergence suggests risk for a pullback to 31.4, perhaps 23.5/25.0,
ahead of fresh widening

•

An eventual clearance of 43.0 would then expose the 53.5 (12 July 2019) lower high,
perhaps the 56.7/58.7 zone

•

Only a return below 23.5 negates widening potential and suggests a resumption of the
long-term narrowing trend opening 11.4

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look to buy into near-term corrective narrowing towards 31.4 as we await renewed widening
targeting 53.5. Stop and reverse on a break under 23.5
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

65.9
58.7
53.5
49.2
43.0

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

31.4
23.5
17.2
11.4
1.2

Resistance Levels
17 April 2019 lower high
38.2% retracement of 134.5/11.4 narrowing, just over 21 May 2019 high at 56.7
12 July 2019 lower high
17 July 2019 high
14 January 2020 high
Support Levels
6 January 2020 minor higher low, just below the supportive 50DMA at 34.1
31 October and 1 November 2019 higher lows, near 27 November 2019 low at 25.0
4 October 2019 minor higher low
25 September 2019 base
4 September 2008 higher low
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EUR/USD – Momentum Building For Stronger Recovery
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Successive attempts to sell-off near the 200-Day MA (which is also starting to flatten out) are
growing weaker
• On dips, the RSI continues to hold near 45-40, which often acts as support in bull markets

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Scope is seen for a stronger advance to the June 2019 peak at 1.1412. Below 1.1066/40 weakens.

Resistance Levels
R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.1412
1.1344
1.1286
1.1239
1.1206

25 June 2019 high
25 June 2019 low
11 July 2019 high
31 December 2019 high
3 January 2020 high

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.1085
1.1066
1.1040
1.0981
1.0941

10 January 2020 low
20 December 2019 low
6 December 2019 low
29 November 2019 low
8 October 2019 low

Support Levels
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Gold – Bulls Target 1611.42 Then 1653.65/1696.20
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Bulls accelerated the long-term uptrend to 1611.42 (8 January spike high), before
retreating to range over 1536.00

•

While any further dips hold over 1519.65 (former range cap), watch for a resumption of the
long-term uptrend

•

Above 1611.42 signals new 6¾yr highs and exposes lower highs at 1653.65/1696.20
(posted 13 February/22 January 2013)

•

Only below 1519.65 cautions and risks 1486.83 (12 December high), which protects the
1445.70 (12 November) higher low

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy near-term dips as we await a return through 1611.42 targeting 1653.65/1696.20. Place a
protective stop under former range resistance at 1519.65
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1754.46
1723.45
1696.20
1653.65
1611.42

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1536.00
1519.65
1486.83
1445.70
1400.58

Resistance Levels
23 November 2012 lower high
12 December 2012 high, just over 76.4% retracement of 1921.17/1046.44 fall at 1714.73
22 January 2013 lower high
13 February 2013 high
8 January 2020 6¾yr high, nr 26 February 2013 high (1620.13) & 4 January 2013 low (1626.68)
Support Levels
14 January 2020 low
3 October 2019 former range cap, just over 1 November 2019 high at 1516.13
12 December 2019 former high
12 November 2019 higher low, near 38.2% retrace of 1160.39/1611.42 rally at 1439.13
1 August 2019 higher low
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
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 sales.financial@informa.com
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